
INFORMATION

Please read everything before sending your order.

→ Terms of Service ← 

I take PAYPAL only!
You have to pay with EURO (€).
Max 2 different orders / persons
All orders are through Direct Messages (DMs).
Don´t forget to fill out the form in the bottom of the page, in your message.

I WILL DO
All genders (Preference toward male characters)
Original Characters
Fan art
Simple backgrounds
Simple nudity
Simple gore 
(= If you want to include blood or wounds I can do that but not too gore)

I WILL NOT DO
Things I´m uncomfortable with.
Mechas
Porn
Furries

If I do not want to draw what you want, you have to accept it.



EXTRA

IMPORTANT

It is always the double price if you want 2 characters, triple if 3 etc.

I draw in a style and a way I find suitable.
If you commission me I´ll do my best to make your piece the most appealing I can. 

To allow me to improve at a good speed, only commission me if you trust my judgment of style, as 
I´ll draw what I find suitable.

FILL OUT THIS FORM FOR YOUR ORDER

For each order you want you have to fill out this form!
I will send an invoice through PAYPAL.
If you want one chibi and one full body, but not in the same picture, then you have to write 2 Orders
in the same message.

PAYPAL E-MAIL: [PUT E-MAIL HERE]
So I know who you are

ORDER: What kind of order?
How many people in the picture: 1? 2?

REF: [PUT LINKS AND THUMBS HERE]
Should I stick to the ref or can I play around? [Stick to ref/Play Around]

STYLE: Simple shading or Detailed shading?

BACKGROUND: Yes/No 

PERSONALITY: What personality do they have?

EXTRAS: [That maybe on the ref the hair looks pink but it´s white etc. Anything you think is useful
for me to know]
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